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Abstract
The research article (RA) abstract genre has attracted significant attention in the academic
community. A well-written abstract can draw journal editors’ attention and improve an author’s
chances of being accepted for publishing and later being read and cited by peers. This study is a
contrastive genre analysis of Saudi English RA abstracts within a World Englishes (WE)
perspective. It aims to answer two questions. What are the genre structure and periodicity
patterns in abstracts written by Saudi researchers for a local audience? What are the differences
and similarities in genre structure and periodicity patterns between abstracts written by Saudi
researchers and abstracts written internationally? The data comprised three sets of RA abstracts:
the first was a Saudi English set with 37 abstracts; the second was an international set with 29
abstracts; and the third was an Arabic set with 27 abstracts. The three sets were analysed based
on Swales and Feak’s (2009) five-moves CARS model through which this study investigated the
moves’ presence, sequence, cyclicality, length, use of citation, use of acronyms, use of
percentages, use of listing, and paragraphing. Findings show that Saudi English RA abstracts
differ from the international RA abstracts in showing more move presence fluctuation; verbosity;
move cyclicality; excessive use of citation, acronyms, and listings; and multi-paragraphing. Due
to the scarcity of studies about Saudi English in general, this study could shed some light on this
emerging variety of English and trigger more studies on Saudi English RA abstracts from new
perspectives.
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